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Appendix E, Addendum 1: Performance Based Planning and 

Programming – Safety Performance Measures 
 

Performance Targets 

In accordance with the requirements of MAP-21 and the FAST Act, Virginia has established 

safety performance objectives as published in Virginia’s 2017 - 2021Strategic Highway Safety 

Plan (SHSP) and, starting in 2017, annual targets in the Highway Safety Improvement Program 

(HSIP) Annual Report.  The SHSP performance measure objectives are indicated in Table 1 

below. 

Table 1: 2017 – 2021 SHSP Safety Performance Objectives 

 Performance Target Per Year Reduction 

1 Number of Fatalities  2% 

2 Rate of Fatalities per 100 Million Vehicle Miles Travelled  3% 

3 Number of Serious Injuries 5% 

4 Rate Serious Injury Million Vehicle Miles Travelled 7% 

5 Number of Non-Motorized Fatalities and Non-Motorized Serious Injuries 4% 

 

For safety performance measures 1, 2, and 3, annual targets are developed collaboratively by the 

Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) Highway Safety Office (HSO) and VDOT HSIP staff.
1
    

The DMV HSO includes these measures in their Highway Safety Plan submitted to the National 

Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) every June. 

The Commonwealth Transportation Board approves all five annual targets and VDOT includes 

these in the HSIP Annual Report submitted to FHWA every August.  Within 180 days of 

VDOT’s annual report submission to FHWA, MPOs must indicate their support of the state 

targets or submit their unique regional targets for one or more of the safety measures.   

Connection to Other Performance Based Planning Documents 

The federally required SHSP, a five-year multi-agency comprehensive plan focused on reducing 

fatalities and serious injuries on all public roads, serves as the coordinating document for other 

plans and programs that involve traffic safety.  This coordination involves the long-range 

statewide transportation plan (LRSTP), the metropolitan transportation plans (MTP), and three 

plans that implement parts of the SHSP – the Highway Safety Plan (HSP), the HSIP, and the 

Commercial Vehicle Safety Plan (CVSP).  This integration is important for improving overall 

                                                           
1
 It is a federal requirement that safety performance measures 1, 2, and 3 are identical targets for NHTSA's 

Highway Safety Grants Program and FHWA's Highway Safety Improvement Program. This requirement allows 
States to align their safety performance targets and work collaboratively to achieve them.   

http://www.virginiadot.org/info/resources/SHSP/VA_2017_SHSP_Final_complete.pdf
http://www.virginiadot.org/info/resources/SHSP/VA_2017_SHSP_Final_complete.pdf
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safety coordination amongst various partners and leads to more comprehensive transportation 

safety planning.     

The LRSTP, VTrans2040, guides the state’s investment decisions for transportation 

improvements.  Safety and performance management is included in the VTrans2040 Vision, 

Goals & Objectives, and Guiding Principles: 

 Guiding Principle 2: Ensure Safety, Security, and Resiliency – Provide a transportation 

system that is safe for all users, responds immediately to short-term shocks such as 

weather events or security emergencies, and adapts effectively to long-term stressors such 

as sea level rise. 

 Guiding Principle 5: Ensure Transparency and Accountability, and Promote Performance 

Management – work openly with partners and engage stakeholders in project 

development and implementation, and establish performance targets that consider the 

needs of all communities, measure progress towards targets, and to adjust programs and 

policies as necessary to achieve the established targets. 

 Goal C: Safety for All Users – provide a safe transportation system for passengers and 

goods on all travel modes. 

o Objectives: 

 Reduce the number and rate of motorized fatalities and serious injuries. 

 Reduce the number of non-motorized fatalities and injuries. 

MTPs are similar to the LRSTP however a MTP covers a specific metropolitan planning area.  

MTPs include goals and objectives for their respective areas/regions and identify strategies for 

advancing long-term transportation investments in a specific region. 

The HSP is an annual plan to address highway user behaviors that will improve safety through 

education and enforcement campaigns.  The HSP and associated NHTSA grants are administered 

through the Highway Safety Office at the DMV.  Furthermore, each year Virginia State Police 

(VSP) submits a Commercial Vehicles Safety Plan (CVSP) to Federal Motor Carrier Safety 

Administration as a requirement of obtaining related enforcement grants.  

The relationship between the various plans and programs is shown below: 
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Metropolitan Transportation Plans Long-Range Statewide Transportation Plan

State Strategic Highway Safety Plan
(SHSP)

Transportation Improvement 
Programs (TIPs)

Highway Safety Improvement Program
(HSIP)

Commercial Vehicle Safety Plan
(CVSP)

Highway Safety Plan
(HSP)

Other State Plans

Transit
Rail

Bike/Ped

Statewide Transportation Improvement Program
(STIP)

 

Projects in the STIP are directly linked to the safety objectives outlined in the SHSP through the 

strategies and actions that are priorities in Virginia.   

Funding for Safety Projects  

Safety targeted improvements are implemented through HSIP projects.  Each year Virginia is 

allocated ~$55 Million for HSIP and $5 Million for Railway Grade Crossing improvements.  

Virginia is also subject to a Penalty Transfer provision, Section 154 “Open Container”, such that 

2.5% of NHPP funds are reserved for either NHTSA Alcohol-Impaired Driving or HSIP 

projects.  The State determines what proportion goes to each program.  Of the HSIP funds, about 

10 percent is set aside for non-motorized safety projects and 20 percent of the remainder for 

improvements on locally-maintained roadways.   

How do Safety Projects get selected for Inclusion in the STIP? 

The HSIP project planning and delivery follows these steps:  

 Each year highway segment and intersection locations that have the highest potential for 

safety improvement are identified based on the previous five years of traffic crash and 

volume data.  These above average crash locations are provided to the VDOT Districts to 

determine appropriate locations and countermeasures for HSIP funding. The potential for 

vehicle-train crashes at each at-grade railroad crossing is also distributed. 

 HSIP project proposals are submitted through the SMART Portal for the appropriate 

safety program. 

 VDOT and locality submitted HSIP proposals are reviewed and prioritized based on the 

number of targeted crashes and the benefit to cost ratio or the potential risk reduction for 

non-motorized and rail highway grade crossing improvements. 

 Projects are selected and programmed for the last two or three years of the SYIP. At 

present there are over $100 million of safety improvement proposals, with an expected 

benefit, that remain unfunded. 
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In recent years, programmed priority HSIP projects have shifted from being higher cost spot 

intersection and segment improvements to lower cost systemic improvements that target specific 

crash types and/or roadway characteristics that are factors in crashes across the network.  

Examples of systemic improvements include traffic signal devices and timing at intersections 

and curve signing, higher friction surfaces and rumble strips on segments.   

Safety improvements are also included within projects funded with non-HSIP funds. The 

SMART SCALE scoring and prioritization process for inclusion of projects in the SYIP, 

considers safety benefits from improvements addressing travel of all modes.  Many of the large 

SMART SCALE projects, upon completion, will have distinct impacts on safety performance in 

the Commonwealth.  In addition, projects funded through other state and federal sources in the 

SYIP, such as the Transportation Alternatives Program, including Safe Routes to School grants, 

Revenue Sharing, and even some CMAQ and maintenance projects, will also have crash 

reduction benefits that contribute to improved safety performance.   

Thus, the funding to meet Virginia’s safety objectives and targets is allocated to projects in the 

CTB approved SYIP, and is consistent with VTrans2040.  Since the SYIP is the foundation for 

the STIP, the program of projects in the STIP demonstrates support to achieve Virginia’s safety 

performance objectives and targets and is consistent with Virginia’s SHSP and the HSIP.   


